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60%      51%      41%      28%      24%      24%      18%

TOP
7

Access the internet for 
reasons other than home-
work seven days a week

Average time kids spend 
online school days other 

than for homework

49%

Are online @ 11pm or
later on a school night

33%
Are online until midnight 
or later on a school night

37%

53%
2 Hours

Felt tired the next day

5%
Missed school
the next day

01  %  
Were late to school
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8%
Posted a selfie online

or texted one

6%
Purchased something

online with a credit card
without parental knowledge  

20%
Searched for adult 

topics

62%
Went to adult 
websites after

a search 

31%
Lied about age
to access adult 

websites  

www.XXX.com adult site

 MANY 
ACCESS 
POINTS

Have a cellphone                                                      70%

Have a computer 
in bedroom                                                      48%

Have a tablet                                                      64%

90%
Have at 

least one 
of these 
devices  

87%
Were taught to 
use the internet 

safely 

29%
Use the internet in 
ways their parents 

won’t approve 

31%
Download music 
with adult words  

21%
Watch adult programs 

online

15%

XXX

Used a webcam 

STRONGER PARENTAL 
OVERSIGHT ONLINE

Kid� Nee�
STRONGER PARENTAL 
OVERSIGHT ONLINE

Kid� Nee�

• Children's Internet Usage Study •

The Center for Cyber Safety and Education conducted a study of kids in grades 4-8 to better

understand their internet usage behavior and the extent to which they engage in age  inappropriate

 or dangerous behaviors online. This graphic represents some of the highlights of the findings.

40%

Connected or
chatted

online with
a stranger

21%
Spoke by phone
with a stranger

Tried to meet
a stranger

15%

6%
Revealed their home
address to a stranger

11%
Met a stranger in
their own home,
the stranger’s home,
a park, mall or
restaurant

53%
Revealed their phone
number to a stranger

Texted a stranger
from their phone

30%

63%
Visit sites where 

they can compete 
against strangers 

59%
Play fantasy games 
where they assume 

identify of a character

50%
Play violent games 

21%
Visit sites where 

they can chat with 
strangers

17%

XXX

Visit sites with 
sexual photos or 

adult videos 

11%
Visit sites with
instructions for

cheating on schoolwork  

5%
Visit sites that sell weapons 
or teach how to make them  

5%
Visit dating websites  

4%
Visit gambling websites  

1%
Visit sites that sell 
alcohol or illegal 

drugs  

Where Kids Spend Time Online  

>>>Here's what kids in grades 4-8 reported<<< 
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